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About This Content

All hail to ‘The Warrior Queen,’ the newest CastleStorm expansion. A new class of Viking Elite warrior is at your service and
ready for your command as you lead them 5d3b920ae0
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OS: Windows XP/Windows Vista/Windows 7/Windows 8

Processor: Single Core CPU @ 1.6GHz

Memory:
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castlestorm the warrior queen

Same as the game, just more levels. It's pretty fun, but you may want to get it on sale.. Much like From Outcast to Savior, it adds
another campaign to the game. Unlike From Outcast to Savior, however, there is no benefit to having this DLC, aside from
completing all game content and getting achievements. Achievement hunters will need this DLC to get 3(?) achievements
specific to this campaign. As someone who likes going for the achievements, I'd recommend the DLC. However, due to the
small/non-existant community that plays multiplayer, the new equipment in the campaign is primarily useless outside of the
campaign due to the lack of multiplayer games.. So, how to put it? It is bad. Let me explain why. Firstly, after the base game
and the other dlc, this one forgot that this game is a castle-crusher and not 2D-sidescroller fighting game. Which shouldn't be a
real problem, but it makes most of the unlockable features unnecesarry. I could max out most of the levels with the basic
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weaponry, spells and troops, without unlocking the lategame ones. About the story: It's just the story of the other dlc inverted.
When the royalist go to vikingland in that campaign, the viking rebels go to the kingdom in this one. But the two final stages are
the worst: they are almost the same in both dlcs. Well, more precisely, in this one, they are a bit harder. In conclusion, it doesn't
really add too much to the base game experience, i don't recommend buying it.. CastleStorm - The Warrior Queen. Underrated
indie game with good dlc that expands the game time with a good chunk of story. Underrated indie game with good dlc that
expands the game time with a good chunk of story. Much like From Outcast to Savior, it adds another campaign to the game.
Unlike From Outcast to Savior, however, there is no benefit to having this DLC, aside from completing all game content and
getting achievements. Achievement hunters will need this DLC to get 3(?) achievements specific to this campaign. As someone
who likes going for the achievements, I'd recommend the DLC. However, due to the small/non-existant community that plays
multiplayer, the new equipment in the campaign is primarily useless outside of the campaign due to the lack of multiplayer
games.. Get on sale. Get on sale
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